
 

Narrative-investing.io – Reading Guide 

This is the reading guide for Narrative-Investing.IO market narrative reports. For 

questions/remarks please do not hesitate to send an e-mail to: 

contact@narrative-investing.io 

 

Quick reading guide 

Below a quick reading guide. A more elaborate explanation can be found below. 

 

 

Somewhat less quick reading guide 

• Return prediction (a1) 

 

We trained a Machine Learning model (RandomForrest Classifier) to predict returns for the 

coming n days from the narratives provided by the client (or Narrative-Investing.io 

default). The return bins are in decimals (so eg the bin (-1.0, -0.1] shows the 

probability for next n days return between -100% and -10%). 

 

We can fully customize ticker and narratives used. So for example if one believes that 

narratives related to Oil, Opec, Economy and Middle East drive the return of XOM 

(ExxonMobile) then we can train the model on that. 

Return prediction (a1) 

– Prediction of the 

model for next week 

returns 

Historical predictions (b1) 

– Historical prediction of 

returns (backtest). This 

includes training set and 

is therefore no guarantee 

for future performance! 

Important narratives 

(b2) – Overview of 

which narrative is 

most important in 

explaining returns 

Important narratives 

(b3) – Time series 

overview of most 

important narratives 

vs ticker returns 

Change in sentiment 

(c1) – Change in 

sentiment per 

narrative, split out 

by polarity (negative 

or positive) 

Change in aggregated 

sentiment (c2) - 

Change in sentiment 

per narrative 

Level of sentiment 

(c3) – Current  

sentiment per 

narrative 

Exposure (d1) – Time 

series of exposure of 

most important 

narratives 

Sentiment (d2)– Time 

series of sentiment of 

most important 

narratives 

Positive negative 

ratio (d3) – Time 

series of ratio 

between positive and 

negative 

headlines/tweets per 

narrative 
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• Historical predictions (b1) 

 

In order to see whether the model has learned from the narratives provided we add the 

results of a backtest. This gives some feeling on how it has worked on historical data. 

Note that this includes training data and therefore by definition historical predictions 

are best case scenario and don’t provide guarantees for future model performance. In case 

one is interested in more technical test results (f1-score, confusion matrix etc) let us 

know. 

• Important narratives (b2) 

 

The model can assess which narratives have the most explanatory power. The top 10 is 

shown here along with there importance scores. These are also used further along the 

report to provide more detail. 

• Important narratives (b3) 

 

The time series of the narratives as specified in (b2). Also the returns of the benchmark 

ticker provided are shown. 

• Change in sentiment (c1) 

 

The change in positive and negative sentiment per narrative compared to previous week. 

Note that sentiment can change over time due to 4 different factors, namely: 

o An increase in negative sentiment (which increases average negative sentiment). 

o A decrease in negative sentiment (which increases average positive sentiment). 

o An increase in positive sentiment (which increases average positive sentiment). 

o A decrease in positive sentiment (which increases average negative sentiment). 

• Sentiment of topic (c2) 

 

Aggregate level of sentiment per narrative. This is scaled by its own historical level 

(for a set time period). Simply put, a score of >0 means that aggregate sentiment is 

higher compared to historical levels, a score of <0 means it is lower. 

• Positive and negative exposure (c3) 

 

This shows the level (rather than the change) of exposure each narrative is currently 

getting, split by whether this exposure is positive or negative. These values are not 

scaled so one can quickly see if one topic is getting more exposure than the other. 

• Exposure time series (d1) 

 

This shows the attention (whether positive, negative or neutral) each narrative is 

getting scaled by its own historical level. 

• Weighted sentiment time series (d2) 

 

This shows the aggregate sentiment of each narrative scaled by its own historical level. 

• Positive/negative exposure ratio time series (d3) 

 

This shows ratio of positive and negative exposure of each narrative scaled by its own 

historical level. 

 

 


